On Tuesday the 20th of February, the year 11 and 12 class of Derrinallum P-12 College had the opportunity to participate in the Lions Youth of the Year. Although the contestants were quite nervous, the results of the night were a sound representation of the students’ ability to speak publicly and their concern towards rising matters in the media today. The overall winner for the night was Hannah Thompson and we would like to congratulate her for this achievement. Derrinallum College would also like to thank the Lismore and District Lion’s Club for hosting the event and putting in the time and effort to make it all come together for a wonderful night.

Stella Cameron
Students Of The Week

Caitlyn Mulroney for her excellent reading and spelling results.
Nessa Lewis for her great handwriting.
Brody Harper for his fabulous handwriting.

VCAL Work Related Skills Program with Lismore Primary School

Maths Tutorials

After school maths tutorials aimed at students in Year 7 and 8 will be offered again this year. In Term 1, these tutorials will run on Monday afternoons from 3.30pm until 4.30pm at the school.

Notes and permission slips have been sent home with students in Year 7 and 8.
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Kristy Riley, Year 7/8 Maths teacher.

The Year 7 and 8 Class is learning about the environment!

Not-for-profit waste organisations Mobile Muster and Oz Harvest have teamed up to encourage Australians to clean out that junk drawer, and any old mobiles, chargers and batteries that you find; recycle them and a meal will go to someone in need.
Don’t worry if your mobile phone is broken and you can’t remove your data, you can still safely and securely recycle it. Mobile Muster ensures that any data left on your mobile phone will be destroyed during the recycling process so you can feel confident no one can ever access your information in the future. So please donate your phones, there will be a donation box at the front office at the school.
Miss Hill